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UNLEASH YOUR SLOPESTYLE- Inspired by years of “in your face” flying with our Weasel and Alula gliders,
the Ahi takes your slope expression to the next level of performance. The Ahi reinvents freestyle aerobatics
with a totally fresh design. Pump it, roll it, spin it, snap it, tumble it, embrace the potential. The canvas has
never been bigger- let your creative paint fly!
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1200mm (47.2 in)
20.52 dm2 (318 in2)
340-425 gm (12-15 oz)
16.6-20.7 gm/dm2 (5.4-6.8 oz/ft2)
4-9 m/s (8-20 mph)
4-6 Channels
Accomplished Weaseler
Under an hour
Freestyle slope shredder
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“ARG” Almost Ready to Glide- interlocking design ensures quick assembly
Wide flight envelope for smooth and predictable gliding or inspired aerobatics
Highly efficient and nimble design makes the most out of light wind conditions
Precision-molded EPO foam and composite parts ensure a lightweight, durable airframe
Carbon fiber canopy is held magnetically for easy access to radio compartment
Laser-cut plywood servo tray and battery hold-down
Ballast compartment - adapt to varying wind conditions
Integrated landing skid for those rougher touch downs

The Ahi's purposeful layout
and shape make for a fully
capable aerobatic sloper with
a groovy pattern-like feel and
precision, allowing you to
efficiently connect maneuvers
in less lift. Carefully
proportioned and balanced
control surfaces provide
predictable, yet aggressive
control authority.

REQUIRES:

WIND-POWERED FUN SINCE 1996

6 channel transmitter with flaperon
mixing and dual rates/EPA.
6 channel micro receiver, 4 durable
micro servos, rechargeable battery,
small tools, Blenderm tape or
adhesive.

Get out and glide
We have been creating forward-thinking
RC gliders since 1996. Our goal is to
develop unique aircraft that are pure fun to
fly. Our passion is designing quality,
affordable R/C aircraft that get more
people outdoors to enjoy the wind and sun!

The Ahi's super clean lines, efficient airfoil, and low weight produce a glider that is unbound in
performance, yet highly accessible to any would-be slope shredder.
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